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IN RIGHT EARNEST
The festival season is behind us. Two months of the New Year
have gone by in a wink. With the advent of March, the financial
year end is staring at us. Exams are round the corner in schools
and colleges. Many of our members are also observing Lent.
Activities at the club are moving at a slower pace than usual
due to all these factors. The Managing committee found
this the right time to introspect and further strengthen our
systems.
We have had an in-depth discussion with the internal auditors
of the club. Some of the recommendations and suggestions
have been taken forward for implementation. The last session
of training for our hospitality staff and our housekeeping staff

THE
EDITORS DESK
What a month it’s been!A cinestar was lost in tragic
circumstances- a media frenzy followed, with all and sundry
engaging in wild speculation. Sensationalism is the order of
the day. You’d be hard pressed to find news items which carry
messages of hope and positivity.
That said, sometimes an evening with friends is the perfect
antidote to the stress that bedevils modern life. You can feel
your worries melt away with hearty laughter. The club with its
lounges and multiple watering holes is the perfect venue to

was conducted during February. The trainers have recommended
internal shuffling of our hospitality staff for better efficiency and
service. The Managing Committee has decided to initiate this
from the month of March. Members are requested to co-operate.
The boom gate and 24x7 Security have helped solve most of the
parking woes of our members who visit the Club on regular days.
We have reclaimed seven car parks by de-cluttering the area
round the staff quarters. The elevator work has been delayed a
bit due to certain licensing formalities and civil works.
There have been a number of requests to introduce some of the
Coorg cuisine that was part of our Club Day menu. A training
session for the club chefs will be conducted shortly. We have
also held trials for traditional German Pork and Chicken Sausages
which are made in India at a facility in Bangalore and would be
soon launching some of the products in the regular menu.
The Managing Committee is leaving no stone unturned in its
efforts to give you the best in all avenues of Club activities.
Isaac Vas
Honorary Secretary

congregate with friends and family. Put your smart devices away
for best results!
In this issue of ‘MC live’ we interview a renowned doctor
instrumental in the revival of the club, an affiliated club gets a
recommendation, - a gem of a mutton dish is unearthed and CA
Lionel Aranha’s boat ride on the Netravathi finally gets covered!
Dr. Siddarth Shetty
Editor, MC Live
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MEET : DR. A. V. SHETTY

How did you decide to take up the Secretaryship?
The secretary at that time was Derek Lobo and he kept
persuading me to take up the responsibility. I felt I owed it to
the club.
Did you have an agenda in mind?
The two things I wanted to do was to improve the kitchen,
which was really run down and drastically increase the number
of members because we needed the revenue to improve the
facilities. In my five-year tenure, I was able to do both, with the
cooperation of the committee.
What is unique about Mangalore club?
It used to be very elitist- fortunately that isn’t there now. I am
happy that it is a family club with a good ambience.
What is your favourite dish at the club?
I have always been a prawn man and I love the prawn
preparations at the club.
What is your motto for life?
Live happily and spread happiness!
Any advice for young doctors?
Doctors today are becoming puppets in the hands of big
pharma companies and equipment manufacturers. There are
lots of temptations and they must preserve their integrity.

What is the best thing about Mangalore?
Dr A V Shetty is the senior most cardiologist in Mangalore and When I first came to this town I was struck by the greenery, the
one of the veterans of Mangalore club. It was during his tenure as culture of the people and the peace and quiet.
Secretary that the club got a big push and expanded exponentially.
One thing you would change about Mangalore?
In this freewheeling chat, he talks about all this and more....
Go back 40-50 years, back to its halcyon days!
When did you join MC?
Too long ago to remember! Dr M Srinivasan urged me to apply.
Those days, there was a fear of blackballing so not many wanted
to join.

What is the future of Mangalore club?
Bright future but a big constraint is land- difficult to expand
because of this.
Interviewed by Dr. Ajay Kamath

CLUB NEWS
EVENTS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH 2018:

SETTLEMENT OF DUES:

•
•
•

In view of the annual closing of accounts per 31st March,
members are requested to clear their dues, if any, early and
co-operate.

Saturday 17th March – Housie
Sunday 25th March – Rummy Knockout Tournament
Saturday 31st March – Easter Night
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CLUB CLASS : ROYAL CONNAUGHT BOAT CLUB, PUNE.
A visit to Poona is an annual event on our
calendar. We usually stay at the Poona
Club, but the unavailability of rooms meant
that we had to consider an alternative.
On checking the Mangalore club website,
I chanced upon the Royal Connaught
Boat club. The website looked good and
the Trip advisor reviews looked fine. The
front desk was courteous and competent
over the phone- they completed all the
booking formalities without a fuss. The
rooms tariffs were extremely reasonable
considering the location, Bund road, in
the heart of Poona. On arrival, the rooms
were promptly allotted. The rooms were
spacious with round the clock hot water
and other amenities. Our two-day stay was
a joy since the club was in the heart of the
city and commuting was easy. They have
an excellent pool with a life guard, a great
restaurant with yummy comfort food and
a nice bar, both of which were extremely
reasonably priced. All in all, a good place if
you’re looking for a homely stay in Poona.
Dr. Siddarth Shetty

EAT : MUTTON BANARASI
The Banarasi cuisine of yore is said to be of legendary aroma
and resplendence. The Mutton Banarasi of MC is a rustic mutton
curry that brings out the best flavours of the meat and titillates
your taste buds. The aroma that wafts off this work of art is only
the beginning of a journey to be delved into with a fork or fingers
(which will be licked with gusto ). Little chunks of tenderized
mutton are marinated in spices before being braised. These little
nuggets tend to soak up the flavours to the point where each
morsel oozes savory nectar. The braising is in a gravy made from
palak which is an amazing conduit for the spices to work their
magic. Needless to mention, the sheer succulence of the Mutton
Banarasi will ensure that you visit Banaras on your plate, even if
not actually in person!
The Epicurean Foodie
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IDENTITY : BOAT ON THE RIVER
I am not all that bold when it comes to water. Getting over this inborn fear has always been my dream. So when I had the opportunity
to do a test ride of a newly built boat on the Nethravathi, I took the plunge trying hard to override my conscious nervousness
at everything that floats on water. Looking at the shoreline from the boat, comprising of the tile factory, the chimney stack and
Mangalore Club, made me forget my fears and I slowly started gathering confidence.

LE DHOW MOORED AT THE FOOT OF THE KASBAH OUDAYA IN RABAT, MOROCCO
There exists a unique relationship between Mangalore Club and
the Nethravathi. A friend once commented wistfully - ‘These two
will exist, long after we have gone.” Legend has it that when the
people wanted a bridge across the river, they made a child carry a
placard and stand in a prominent place when the then Governor
General of the Madras Presidency visited Mangalore in the late
1800s. The placard read ‘Governor comes. Governor goes. All
the same, the Nethravathi flows.’ I’m told the Governor General
sanctioned the railway bridge with alacrity!
The Nethravathi was earlier referred to as Bantwal River. Nobody
knows the etymology of the word ‘Nethravathi’. A reference to the
River Netravati, as un-fordable during the South-West Monsoon,
can be seen in the Gazetteer of Southern India, published in 1855.
The river has its origins in the Bangrabalige valley, Yelaneeru Ghat
in Kudremukh,Chikkamagaluru district of Karnataka, India. This
river flows through the famous pilgrimage place Dharmasthala
and isconsidered as one of the Holy Rivers of India. It merges
with the Kumaradhara River at Uppinangadi before flowing to
the Arabian Sea, south of Mangalore city; a distance of 103 kms
approximately.
From the boat, I wondered; what if Mangalore Club had a wharf
to moor boats?

Going back to my boat ride, the 40 HP outboard engine
powered craft that was on a test run was built specially as a
scuba diving support vessel by our very own member Mr.
Yashawanth Kangen. Mr. Kangen has been building boats for
as long as I remember. Canoes, wooden trawlers, Catamarans,
Motor sail-boats, Sailboats, Dhows and what have you - all
constructed by Yashwanth and his team of dedicated boat
builders. These boats can be found sailing the seas around
the Asian subcontinent, Europe and USA. One of his prized
creations is a yacht that has been specially built as a fine
dining floating restaurant and is now docked at the foot of the
Kasbah Oudayas in Rabat, Morocco. So next time if any of our
members go on a tour of Morocco, LE DHOW could be part
of their itinerary and I am sure Mr.Yashwanth Kangen’s name
would open doors for them.
I understand that the Managing Committee is making efforts at
securing a plot adjacent to the river; if this happens the marina
could be a reality. And with our own member building boats,
who knows we could be a Yacht Club as well. Fancy that! With
these thoughts running in my mind I look beyond the horizon
and realize a part of my fear for water and boat rides had
suddenly vanished.
Prof. CA Lionel Aranha
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